Open Meeting during the upcoming AGU Fall Meeting in San Francisco

The meeting is open to all interested in peat carbon anywhere on Earth.

**Meeting Objectives:**
- updates of recent and ongoing peat-related synthesis activities
- discussions on WG future plan and activities

**Date and time:**
Monday, 15 December 2014, 14:00-16:00

**Location:**
San Francisco Marriott Marquis 2nd Floor, Foothill Room D
780 Mission Street, San Francisco, California 94103, USA

**Draft Agenda**

14:00-14:10 Welcome and introductions – Zicheng Yu

**I. Updates of peat-related activities**
14:10-14:20 Circum-Arctic peat synthesis update – Charly Massa
14:20-14:30 Permafrost peatland synthesis – Claire Treat
14:30-14:40 UCLA fen-bog transition database – Julie Loisel
14:40-14:50 Antarctic peat/moss workshop summary – Dave Beilman
14:50-15:00 Pre-Quaternary peat – David Large (Yu presents)
15:00-15:10 Further questions and discussion

**II. Discussion on C-PEAT WG future activities**
15:10-16:00

A. In-depth analysis and synthesis (topical groups)
- lateral expansion TG: data and model?
- tropical peatlands synthesis
- peat in previous interglacials?
- pre-Quaternary peat/coal synthesis and analysis (David Large)
- integration of peat C stock estimates with mineral soils?
- any other focuses?

B. Integration of peat on Earth
-C-PEAT WG launch and integration workshop in 2015

C. NSF RCN proposal?